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January 18,1992 

Mr. Ken Follett 

92 Cheyne Walk 

London, England 


Dear Ken, 

Well, as I promised, Carole and I have now been able to sit 
down together (in two long sessions on Wednesday and Thursday) 
and compare notes on your outline. 

It took a bit longer than I'd anticipated because, when we 
got to the core of what we'd both felt the outline needed, 
we began to do the sort of editorial brainstorming and 
plot reforming that we all enjoy doing-- but that, of course, 
is impossible to do effectively without the author in the 
room. We had fun, and you would have-- but ultimately we 
kept running into roadblocks that we just couldn't manuever 
around without you. 

So, what I'll do here is try to articulate for you the general 
things we found unsatisfying, and then some of the ideas 
we had for revision-- for you to use, I'm sure. as a jumping 
off point. 

Despite the fact that this letter will go on and on about all the 
things we think could be made better-- you should know that 
we both thought that this version was much improved. It's 
tighter, the characters are stronger, and the motivations are 
clearer. For the most part, what we want ;s more, not less. 
We want you to develop; we don't have nearly-rne problems 
with the plot we saw last time around. 

On with it: 

The most significant issue we had concerns the book over-all. 
We both felt that this time around the scope of the book felt 
smaller, more isolated, more like a family saga than a grand 
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historical novel. This may be a function of the inherent thinness 
of an outline, but the plot itself does feel insular-- the 
same group of characters relating and interre1ating-- and the 
overall concern of the book being the fate of one bank and 
one family. 

We felt strongly that the book needs some major plot element 
that broadens the scope-- that lets us see, in character terms, 
the larger world view and the impact of the Pilasters on the 
world around them (and vice versa). So many of the Pilasters 
are evil and their motivations so selfish that the reader 
feels at a loss over what to root for. We don't care enough 
about the future of the bank itself for that to be the driving 
narrative force of the book. And, similarly, though we want 
Micky's violent coup to fail, there's something less satisying 
about that sort of negative triumph. 

The only characters we root for in the book are Hugh and Mais1e-
and the motivations we care about are their emotional bonds: 
Hugh's fight throughout the book to save the bank and to 
avoid Edward and Augusta feel less important. That, it seems 
to me, keeps the book in the realm of the saga, when it could 
be something with much broader appeal. 

We think the book would be helped by an additional sub-plot; one 
that brought in a noble, likable character from outside the 
banking industry, to help open up the viewpoint and give the 
reader something larger, outside the family machinations, to 
pin his hopes on. Certainly, this is not the only way to 
accomplish the goal: but we resurrected the idea of giving 
Maisie a brother, a hotheaded, politically active Jewish 
revolutionary. Is he a forerunner of Communist thinking, 
trying to topple the bank for Socialist causes? Is he simply 
trying to fight poverty? Anti-semitism? Is he the first Jew 
to run for political office? To be an M.P.? 

Since we did talk about this last time and it's not in the outline, 
you must have had your reasons for not going ahead. Carole and 
1 are not trying to ram the idea of this character down your 
throat-- but we do feel strongly that the role of a character 
like this needs to be added. The book needs to be broadened 
in this sort of way. Of course, you need to think of something 
for him to do that involves the banking families, but I imagine 
that any majOr political or social movement would have had 
to involve a bank in some fashion. Play with the idea a little, 
and see what you can up with. 

Now, on to the specifics of the outline: 
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p.4: We felt uncomfortable with Hugh's presence at the murder 
at the swimming hole. Despite the school boy oath and family 
allegiance, he has seen Edward kil'-- and it's hard to under
stand why he keeps this secret,-especially as an adult, when 
Augusta and Edward try so desperately to undermine him. Not 
to mention that his willingness to conceal a murder makes him 
a much less appealing character. 

It might be more effective if Hugh doesn't see the murder, but 
suspects it: suppose Hugh was at the swimming hole, also being 
teased by Edward and Micky. but leaves before they kill Peter. 
He had seen the boys torment Peter, but that's all. Throughout 
his life he could suspect and distrust Edward and Micky-- and 
they (and Augusta) could be fearful of just how much he knows v/ 

p.S: Micky's obvious come-on to Augusta seems too much, too soon. / 
I think he seems slicker and more evil if he simply uses the vr 
power of his sexual attractiveness without giving Augusta even 
a kiss, much less a caress. Let him know that she is looking at 
him longingly, the way he does with Edward, and use that power. 
That seems darker, and smarter. 

p.9: What's the backstory of Hugh's being a poor relation? 
Who was his father? Did his father have a relationship with 
Augusta and Joseph? I'm sure you'll fill this in, but the 
more intense the connection. the better. Did Hugh's father 
have a secret? Was he also driven out of the family by Augusta? 

p.l0: The plot element of Hugh meeting Florence at the crush and 
Augusta putting a stop to it needs more development. Suppose 
they date for a few months, really fall in love and consider ' 1 
marriage before Augusta breaks them up? It seems trivial if it ~ 
all happens in the course of an evening. 

p. 13: I think Maisie's backstory could use another look. The 
rape at the stables and the incident at the circus, while 
probably accurate for a woman traveling alone in those days, 
feels too brutal and violent. A woman raped at twelve would 
be deeply scarred. Maisie is smart and strong and willful-- j /;A
it's better for us to see her as a survivior, not a victim. VJ 

Maybe instead of her getting raped at the stables, she could 
survive an attempted rape. She could cleverly get a horse to 
trample her attacker, or something like that? 
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p. 15: the David Middleton subplot needs either much more 
developing, or should be cut. .; 

p. 15/16: Carole and I were, this time around again, disturbed J 
by Edward's rape of Maisie, on many levels. First, it makes her 
into a victim, as mentioned above. Second, it makes Hugh seem 
weak: he can't stop Edward even in the face of something as 
horrible as this. And, ultimately, we had trouble with the 
idea of Maisie's child being Edward's. Why should that child, 
who will signify the future and Maisie and Hugh's life together, 
be so tainted? 

Our brainstorming led us in this direction: Hugh and Maisie are 
in the house having sex. Edward catches them and makes a huge 
fuss, which brings Augusta. Augusta is outraged, tells Maisie 
that this sort of affair will destroy Hugh's career; and that 
he can't possibly marry Maisie-- a jew-- and keep his stature 
in the banking world. Maisie knows it's true, and agrees to 
stay away to save Hugh's career. Augusta sti 11 gets Hugh sent 
to America, Maisie is pregnant with Hugh's child, and quickly 
marries Solly to give the child a name. No one knows the / 
child's heritage but Solly and Maisie. 

p.21: Both Carole and I were very disappointed, emotionally, 
to see this change in the character of Dolly. She was so 
terrific the last time around! Not only did we miss the 
Dolly that we loved, we thought that Hugh's marriage to 
this sort of foolish, grasping woman would lessen him in X 
the readers eyes. Why marry someone so obvious and-nQrrible? 

Could Dolly be a brash, funny, charming, but completely un
sophisticated American in an upper class British world? 
Her choice by Hugh would seem just as inappropriate to the 
PIlasters-- but wonderful to the readers. She could be partly 
ridiculous but lovable-- and a good mother-- while still, by 
her presence alone, hurting Hugh's social stature. And, 
certainly, her being a warm character does not stop Maisie 
and Hugh from pining after each other a bit: in fact, it 
makes it easier to understand why they don't have an affair. 
All you'd really need to change, plotwise, ;s to get rid 
of her in a different way at the end. 

p.2l: Maisie names the boy afther his grandfather. Jew;sh 
tradition, I believe, is always to name children only after ; 
dead relatives. 
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p.22: But we know that Maisie's real motivation was not money, 
but to legitimize her son. right? 

p.22 (bottom)~ Micky's marriage to Hugh's sister. How will this 
develop as a part of the plot? He's got to have a hidden ~ 
motivation. 

p.24: Again. Maisie and Hugh can be attracted to one another, 
but have too many things standing in their way. They could 
both feel faithful to their spouses. 

p . 25: We felt that Emily's subplot needed some fixing. Em1ly's 
character does not seem fleshed out enough-- neither of us felt 
sure we knew what she wanted, why she went to such great lengths 
to have Edward have sex with her in the brothel. ~ 

Here's where our brainstorming led: 

Suppose Emily is herself as calculating and clever as Augusta? 
In fact, a mini-Augusta who will be as vicious and manipulative 
throughout the book, and serve as a foil for Augusta later? 
She is marri ed to Edward for one reason: money and power. 
And the thing that she desperately wants is not to please him, 
not to have sex with him, but to conceive a child. She knows 
that when she is the mother of the heir to Pilasters, her position 
will be secure.(Perhaps Augusta threatens her--'if you don't 
give me an heir. I'll have your marriage annulled'?) So-- Emily 
goes as far as to put on a mask and go to the brothel. Perhaps 
he shouldn't even know that the woman he just made love to was 
his wife-- not until she tells him after she turns out to be 
pregnant. (And, think of the fun you can have with the notion 
that Edward's son may well be Micky's! What a perverse twist!) X 

All to say: we think tmily needs to be much more evil-- a real 
competitor for Augusta. And the episode at the brothel must feel 
darker. more manipulative. Maisie shouldn't be a part of it: 
that almost makes it all feel like a schoolgirl prank. this 
should be Emily's secret: the epitome of her own struggle 
for power. 

p.28: Hugh would still help Maisie, regardless of the child's 
father, right? If she told him. 'itls another man's child' (but 
of course we know, and Hugh suspects, that the child is his-
Maisie is keeping it from him to protect his future at Pilasters 
and, now, his marriage to the lovely if ridiculous Dolly.) 

p.Z9: Micky's murder of Joseph feels too easy, too contrived. 
Micky has been such a fine manipulator of events until now-- j
for him to simply start killing his enemies feels wrong. Once, 
when he kills Solly, we believe: but more than that and I 
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think the reader starts to think that the author is taking an 
easy way out. How else can you get rid of Joseph? Or have 
Micky effect it more gracefully? 

p.29 (ii); rf you take our earlier idea of Emily mothering an 
heir, that child would inherit. But, since there's ultimately 
going to be nothing ~ inherit, does it matter? vi 
p.30: If you change Emily the way we've suggested, you'll obviously 
need to change this, too. Suppose the scenario is this: Emily 
is now a mother, but she and Edward continue to live virtually 
apart. She performs the social duties, but they never sleep 
together. 

Emily could have a scandalous affair; she's young and lusty and 
is not going to be deprived by Edward's bizarre sexuality. 
She has a lover, and Augusta finds out about it. Augusta demands 
that Emily stop: that it will lead to a family scandal; Emily 
refuses. She won't give up her lover or her marriage. 

Augusta's stand could be that the family must do damage control-
that a divorce would ultimately be less scandalous than Emily 
running around with some stud. She says: get rid of Emily, we'll 
keep the child. And Edward could refuse, he doesn't care about 
Emily'S affair (in fact, he could be mildly turned on by it, 
right?) and he wants his child to have a mother. He defies 
Augusta, and here the tables start to turn on her. 

p.32: The rescue of Pilasters by the Greenbournes has to be more 
character driven. The Pilasters have, in one way or another, 
hurt the Greenbournes throughout this book: by anti-semitic, 
personal and business attacks. Here, Greenbournes must extract 
their revenge. And, it should probably be a revenge directed jpersonally at Augusta and Edward, if that's possible. 

p.33: Obviously, you'll need another way rid of Dolly is she 
is to be the likable character we'd love to see. 

p.35: Needless to say, the ending of the book will change 
significantly if you take our suggestions for revision. 
Particularly if you include the new major SUbplot I suggested 
at the beginning of the letter. 

But, it seems to me that the overwhelming feeling that the 
reader must be left with when they close the book is that 
'it's a whole new world.' The events of the Dook must bring 
to life for the reader a change in the economic and political 
life of London at that time. Perhaps the new character, a 
liberal, could sit on the board of directors of the new bank. 
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Maybe the new bank shouldn't be called Pilasters Ltd. at all, 
but The Peoples Bank-- or some such thing. Do you see my 
point? The weightiness of the book is going to come from 
a feeling that the events of the plot have, in some small 
way, changed the face of London history. If the reader walks 
away from the book with a good feeling for that, the book 
will succeed on a more proround, intellectual as well as 
emotional level. 

What we're after, J 'm sure you see, ;s a bigger book, a book 
that will appeal to men as well as women, and a book that has 
all the richness and power that your readers have come to 
expect. You've certainly done it over and over again, and 
we believe that with a little more work, and with the attention 
to historical detail that made Pillars and Night Over Water 
so marvelous, this can be your best book yet. 

Well, that's it, and it's a lot to think about. When you've 
digested it, let me know how you'd like to proceed, 

All the best to you and to Barbara. 

Yours, 


